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Abstract

Studies of cells in silico can greatly reduce the need for expensive and prolonged laboratory experimentation.
The use of model checking for the analysis of biological networks has attracted much attention recently. One
of the practical limitations is the size of the model. In the paper we report on parallel model checking of
genetic regulatory network using the model-checker DiVinE. The approach can check linear time properties
on large networks.
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1 Introduction

Understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying the behaviour of complex
living systems is the main challenge of systems biology. In particular, investigation
of how large and complex biochemical regulatory networks control the response of
a living cell to its ever-changing environment is the central topic receiving recently
much attention. The stress response to environmental events is induced by the
interaction of several interwoven modules with complex dynamic behaviour, acting
on different time scales. These networks are large and complex. For instance, a
human cell contains in the order of 10,000 substances which are involved in 15,000
different types of reactions. This gives rise to a giant cellular network with complex
positive and negative feedback loops.

In order to deal with the complexity of living systems, experimental methods
have to be supplemented with mathematical modelling and computer-supported
analysis. One of the most critical limitations in applying current approaches to
modelling and analysis is their pure scalability. Large models require powerful
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computational methods, the hardware infrastructure is available (clusters, GRID,
multi-core computers), but the parallel (distributed) algorithms for model analysis
are still under development.

The most widely-used modelling frameworks for the analysis of the dynamics of
these networks are based on ordinary differential equations [30] (ODE). The reduc-
tion of continuous models to discrete automata by a sequence of reductions, approx-
imations, and abstractions allows formal methods for the automated verification of
properties of discrete transition systems to be applied [9]. When dealing with large
models from systems biology, standard model-checking techniques will not provide
acceptable response times for answering user queries and parallel model-checking
algorithms are required. Owing to dynamical dependences among state variables,
the so-called state-space explosion problem arises during reduction to discrete au-
tomata. Even relatively small ODE models containing around 15 state variables
lead to large automata having hundreds of thousands states. In other words, mod-
els that represent smaller parts of complex biological networks appear to computer
science as large-scale models.

Various authors have proposed ways how to speedup model checking by ei-
ther using powerful shared-memory multiprocessors (e.g. multi-core machines) or
by distributing the memory requirements over several machines (e.g. on a cluster of
workstations). The work on parallel verification is quite extensive, growing in recent
years. There are attempts to consider both the symbolic as well as the enumerative
techniques, theorem-provers as well as sat-solvers, branching as well as linear time
temporal logics etc.

Model checking traditionally terms the task of verifying an implementation with
respect to its specification. However, model checking could and probably should
also be considered as a flexible analysis tool—as long as the object to analyse is
representable as a finite-state system and the analysis can be formulated in a suitable
temporal logic. In consequence, model checkers are at the heart of many modelling
and analysis tools and will be in the future.

Recent studies on biologically-relevant properties identified the need for both
branching-time temporal operators, able to express bi-stability properties (reacha-
bility of two different equilibrium states) and fairness operators, able to capture the
oscillations of protein concentrations. While substantial work on model-checking
qualitative as well as quantitative properties of biochemical networks has been al-
ready achieved, no attempts to use parallel model checkers to analyse complex
networks are known.

In this paper we report on parallel model checking of genetic regulatory net-
works using the model-checker DiVinE [1]. We use the discretization method as
proposed in [19] and implemented in Genetic Network Analyser (GNA) [6]. The
key property of this method is simulation of ODE systems with unknown reaction
rate coefficients. The distributed state space generator is built as an inherent part
of the DiVinE tool which allows on-the-fly generation of the transition graph giv-
ing thus in many circumstances the possibility to analyse properties of even larger
networks as opposed to the explicit representation as used e.g. in GNA. DiVinE
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implements several efficient parallel LTL model-checking algorithms. This allows
to check biologically interesting liveness properties on larger models than is possi-
ble with traditional sequential approach. Our primary aim is to demonstrate that
parallel model checking can be satisfactorily employed for modelling and analysis
of complex genetic regulatory networks.

1.1 Related Work

As the biochemistry that controls cells of living organisms is a very complicated
machinery, nontrivial physical properties have to be taken into account in mod-
els. There is a large scale of mathematical approaches for modelling of biochem-
istry [10,22]. They vary in amount of abstraction they provide. In this paper we
deal with the traditional deterministic approach based on ODE. Most of tools pro-
vided for this approach are based on direct numeric simulation of ODE solutions.
Recently there appear specialised massively-parallel platforms [20,29,33] which can
rapidly accelerate the numerical simulation. On the contrary, in this paper we deal
with approximative discrete simulation of ODE solutions. This approach appears
to be useful for analysis of genetic networks with unknown exact values of reaction
rate coefficients [6,16].

The use of model checking for the analysis of biological networks has attracted
much attention [9,32]. The individual approaches differ in models and model-
checking tools used. Our approach is based on qualitative hybrid models as pro-
posed by [19] and implemented in the GNA [17]. Besides GNA there are some
other sequential approaches for model-checking of ODE models. The BIOCHAM
workbench [12] provides an interface to symbolic model checker NuSMV and the
enumerative CADP verification toolbox; the interface is based on a simple language
for representing biochemical networks. The workbench provides mechanisms to rea-
son about reachability, existence of partially described stable states, and some types
of temporal behaviour. Another tool is the Robust Verification of Gene Networks
(RoVerGeNe) [2]. To the best of our knowledge, none of the tools mentioned above
employ the parallel approach.

2 Piecewise-linear models of genetic regulatory networks

Genetic regulation is the central process which drives the transcription of DNA into
messenger RNA during protein synthesis. Proteins themselves act as transcription
factors (activators or inhibitors) of the transcriptional reactions.

Although it is in general a very difficult task to choose the appropriate model for
sufficient description of biochemical processes in a particular living organism [10],
the ordinary differential equation (ODE) models are supposed to satisfactorily han-
dle the chemical reaction mechanisms of genetic regulation in procaryotic organisms
such as E. coli [6] or B. subtilis [16]. Suitable variants of ODE models can be also
used for description of protein-protein reactions, metabolisms, and signal transduc-
tion processes of such elementary organisms. As the genetic regulation represents
a well-studied field from the computational biology point of view, we firstly focus
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on this phenomenon in order to find the potential benefits of distributed computing
with respect to future analysis of complex biochemical processes.

2.1 Piecewise-linear differential equation model

Each ODE model is determined by a set of state equations each denoting the amount
of change of concentration of the respective substrate continuously in time. As an
ODE model describing an even simple biological process can be in general nonlin-
ear [25], an abstraction of the general ODE models has been proposed by Glass [23].
In this abstraction, the underlying phase space of continuous system dynamics is
uniformly partitioned into finite number of bounded subspaces (so-called regulatory
domains) in which the system behaves linearly. More particularly, the potentially
nonlinear state equations are replaced in such a simplified model with piecewise-
linear (PL) equations. This simplification follows naturally from model systems
representing switching networks in continuous time.

In Fig. 1(b) there is an example of a PL model (according to Mestl’s exten-
sion [30] of the Glass model) of a system describing genetic regulation of two genes
with mutual interactions illustrated by the simplified genetic network (a). In this
sample regulatory system, the genes a and b encode the proteins A and B, respec-
tively.

gene a gene b

protein A protein B

(a)

dxa

dt
= κa s−(xa, θ

1
a) s−(xb, θ

1
b ) − γa xa,

dxb

dt
= κb s−(xb, θ

2
b ) − γb xb

(b)

Fig. 1. A two-gene regulatory network and its PL model

The protein A acts as a transcription factor which degrades the expression of
the gene a and that way it inhibits production of its own. The protein B acts as
a transcription factor which degrades the expression of both genes a and b. Hence
there are two reactions in this system – synthesis of the protein A, characterised
by production rate κa and degradation rate γa, and synthesis of the protein B,
characterised by the rates κb and γb, respectively. The former reaction is controlled
(switched) by specific concentration levels of both protein substrates, while the latter
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is controlled by the concentration level of protein B only. The controlling mechanism
is specified by the logical combination of step functions which are defined for the
controlling state variable xi and its respective threshold level θi in the following way:

s+(xi, θi) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1, if xi > θi,

0, if xi < θi,
s−(xi, θi) = 1 − s+(xi, θi) (1)

In the example above, all the interactions are inhibitory, therefore all the step
functions which appear there are negative. Moreover, in this example only the
production is controlled. The degradation of both protein substrates is considered
spontaneous (always switched on). The presence of step functions allows to parti-
tion the phase space of the system into bounded regulatory domains in which the
equations are linear. Boundaries of the regulatory domains, so-called switching do-
mains, are defined as hyperplanes of lower dimension than the entire phase space
(the variable of each missing dimension is considered to be set to the value of par-
ticular threshold concentration). If we assume that threshold levels θ1

b and θ2
b of xb

satisfy the inequality 0 < θ1
b < θ2

b < maxb then Fig. 2 shows the partitioned phase
space for the example above. It is proved [24,19] that each solution trajectory that
starts in a point where each substrate has lower concentration than the respective
maximal concentration value, never exceeds the maximal concentration value of any
substrate. Moreover, each solution which started outside the box given by maximal
values of concentration, at some point enters this box and from that while it never
leaves it. Therefore the partitioning of any PL model must be always finite.

Fig. 2. A phase space for a two-dimensional PL model

Because of the linearity of regulatory domains, phase of each particular state
variable in any individual point in a regulatory domain is given by the target equi-
librium which is computed by dividing the sum of all relevant production rates
active in the domain by the sum of all active degradation rates. Concerning our
two-dimensional example, target equilibrium for each regulatory domain is denoted
by a pair of individual reaction equilibriums (in Fig. 3).

However, from the fact that the step function is discontinuous in the point where
concentration is equal to the respective threshold level it follows that the target equi-
librium for any switching domain is undefined. The simulation approach of de Jong
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et al. [19] deals with this discontinuity by over-approximation based on abstracting
the system of differential equations into a system of differential inclusions [26].

2.2 Qualitative simulation in GNA

Given an initial condition a particular PL system cannot be solved numerically until
all the reaction rate constants and activation thresholds appearing in the equations
are precisely set. Unfortunately, the required information concerning the reaction
parameters is usually unknown. This situation motivates development of symbolic
simulation methods which allow prediction of possible solutions for equations with
unknown reaction rate constants and activation thresholds [27,16]. In the simulation
framework GNA (de Jong et al.), the simulation is realised symbolically for given ini-
tial conditions and inequalities among individual activation thresholds. Additional
information which must be given prior to the simulation concerns approximative po-
sitions of reaction equilibriums. In particular, for each possible combination of acti-
vated reactions symbolic position of the respective equilibrium must be given. The
symbolic position is specified by equilibrium inequalities relatively to the (symbolic)
concentration thresholds of the participating substrates. After all this information
is given, a state transition system is constructed in which states correspond to regu-
latory and switching domains of the partitioned phase space. Each transition of this
system then simulates how the concentration of participating substrates can evolve
from the source state in time. The initial state of the system is determined by the
initial conditions of the simulation (the initial domain). The resulting simulation is
an over-approximation of the exact solution of the original ODE system.

In the case of our example, the equilibrium inequalities for synthesis reactions
of proteins A and B are set to θ1

a < κa
γa

< maxa and θ2
b < κb

γb
< maxb, respec-

tively. Each of the edges inside the domains in Fig. 3 then symbolises a direction
vector which is followed linearly by every solution trajectory when traversing the
particular regulatory domain. States of the respective simulation transition system
are depicted in Fig. 4. The empty circles denote the states representing regulatory
domains whereas the filled circles denote the states representing switching domains.

Fig. 3. A piecewise-linear phase space with equilibrium levels
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Fig. 4. States of the qualitative simulation and transitions between them

The simulation algorithm and its implementation in GNA is described precisely
in [8]. Simulation of the possible system behaviour in regulatory domains is straight-
forward. In the dimension of each activated variable the solution trajectory tends
to the respective equilibrium, while in inactive dimensions the solution tends to
minimal concentration. With respect to this rule, transitions to adjacent switching
domains are defined.

Transitions from switching states are computed by a more complicated algo-
rithm. By this algorithm GNA implements the idea of over-approximation of differ-
ential equations by differential inclusions. This method is employed to overcome the
discontinuities introduced by step functions. In particular, to compute successors of
a given switching domain, all its neighbouring domains have to be analysed. From
the set of all neighbouring domains an appropriate subset is selected according to
the rules defined in [16].

The transition system simulating all possible behaviour of the example system
is depicted in Fig. 4. The state which is additionally marked by a circle represents
the steady state of the system. Steady states express a situation when the effects
of active reactions are balanced. In other words, in a steady state the activated
reactions in the system can unceasingly tend to an equilibrium corresponding to
balanced concentration values placed nearby the approximated state. Such states
are significant because they show concentration levels of the substrates for which
the system can be stable.

Space complexity of the symbolic simulation algorithm grows exponentially with
the number of state variables in the modelled system. Therefore for models of real
biological systems it is impossible to construct the entire state space representing
symbolically all the possible behaviour of the system. GNA allows to limit the
state space constructed only to the states reachable from a given initial condition.
However, in a large system having around hundred of variables it still can be im-
possible to handle the part of the state space which is of interest. As the resulting
explicitly represented state space is passed from GNA directly to model checking
tools NuSMV and CADP for further analysis, the exponential blow up significantly
complicates the analysis of large models.
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3 GeNeSim

DiVinE Tool (http://anna.fi.muni.cz/divine) is a parallel, distributed-memory
enumerative model-checking tool for verification of concurrent systems. The tool
employs aggregate power of network-interconnected workstations to verify systems
whose verification is beyond capabilities of sequential tools. System properties
can be specified either directly in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) or alternatively
as processes describing undesired behaviour of systems under consideration (nega-
tive claim automata). In fact, the tool can check properties expressible in Linear
Time Mu-calculus (Büchi automata).

From the algorithmic point of view, the tool is quite unique. It implements a
bunch of novel parallel algorithms for cycle detection (LTL model checking). Besides
these, DiVinE Tool includes also an algorithm for distributed state space gener-
ation. In addition, it offers an extension for parallel model-checking of finite-state
stochastic systems against linear time temporal properties, in particular finite-state
Markov chains and Markov decision processes which provide a reasonable semantics
for systems that exhibit uncertainty.

GeNeSim is build on the top of the DiVinE library that offers common functions
needed to develop a parallel or distributed enumerative model checker. The only
extension to the library that was necessary, was the extension of the state generator
to a state generator tailored for the specific input provided by GeNeSim GUI. For
the structure of GeNeSim implementation and connection to DiVinE see Figure 5.

Tool1 Tool2 Tool3

DiVinE Graphical Interface

Cluster
Mutli−Core

DiVinE

User

ToolSet

DiVinE
Developer
(library) NetworkStorage

State
Generator

Extension
GenRegNet

GeNeSim GUI

... AnalyzerAnalyzer

GeNeSim

Fig. 5. How is GeNeSim embodied into DiVinE.
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3.1 PL model representation and state generator

The central component of the GeNeSim extension of DiVinE is the state generator.
The hierarchy of DiVinE state space representation classes is extended with new
structures that represent symbolically the PL model in C++. A class diagram of
the respective structures is depicted in Fig. 6. A PL model (Genesim System) is
represented as a container of variables which occur in respective differential equa-
tions. Each state variable contains a set of production rates (may be empty) and
a set of degradation rates. With respect to the mathematical specification of PL
equations, at least one degradation rate constant must be always defined. Each rate
constant is defined as a container of regulation terms. A regulation term represents a
particular subterm of the equation which is relevant to the activation and deactiva-
tion of the respective reaction (represented by the relevant production/degradation
rate constant). We support two forms of regulation terms – negative and posi-
tive. The positive term is defined as a direct product of step functions whereas the
negative term is defined as a negation of a product of step functions. The term
s−(xa, θ

1
a) s−(xb, θ

1
b ) and the term s−(xb, θ

2
b ) which appear in the example from the

previous section as regulation terms for the production constants κa and κb, re-
spectively, are instances of positive terms. Both kinds of regulation terms allow all
possible types of PL models to be encoded in GeNeSim.

State Variable

Step Function

Genesim System

Regulation Term

Production Rate

Degradation Rate

Fig. 6. GeNeSim structures representing the PL model

The GeNeSim state generator implements the DiVinE methods get
initial() for determining the initial state of the system and get succs() that
computes a container of states which are successors of a given state. By these two
methods the implicit representation of the qualitative simulation is encoded. Such
a representation allows integration of GeNeSim with DiVinE distributed on-the-fly
state space analysis algorithms.

An example of a simulation transition system generated by GeNeSim is depicted
in Fig. 7 (on the right). It represents a simulation of the PL model from the
example presented in the previous section. The initial threshold inequalities have
been set to xa > θ1

a and xb < θ1
b . The information included in the individual

states denotes the address of the domain and the so-called direction set property,
respectively. The address of each domain is given for each dimension as the discrete
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[3|1]
[dsp:0]

[3|2]
[dsp:1]

[2|2]
[dsp:1]

[2|1]
[dsp:0]

[3|3]
[dsp:0]

[1|3]
[dsp:0]

[2|3]
[dsp:1]

[3|4]
[dsp:0]

[2|4]
[dsp:1]

[1|4]
[dsp:2]

Fig. 7. Example of a simulation generated by GeNeSim

distance from the origin of the symbolic phase space (see Fig. 7). The direction
set property (dsp) expresses the information concerning the potential phases in
the respective domain computed by approximation. On the one hand, the dsp
information is used as a key resource for generating successors of switching domains.
On the other hand, computation of the dsp information requires exploration of all
the potential neighbouring states. Such exploration takes an indispensable amount
of time. Therefore saving of the dsp information into states accelerates generation
of the simulation state space. For a particular domain D it can gather the following
values:

dsp(D) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

2, if D represents a steady state,

1, if the set of phases is empty (only if D is switching),

0, otherwise.

(2)

The value 1 has sense only for states which represent switching domains. The
empty phase set signalises that the respective switching domain must be imme-
diately left after it is entered. It symbolises the fact that in such a domain no
substrate can keep its concentration constant.

In general, to minimise the memory needed for allocation of states, we have
decided to save into states only the mentioned information. All other informa-
tion is computed on-the-fly whenever it is needed for state space generation, and
consequently, during a particular analysis.

3.2 GUI

The GeNeSim GUI is an online web application 3 in PHP using MySQL as data
storage. Models can be input manually through structured forms (Fig. 8) or im-
ported automatically from GNA [17].

3 http://anna.fi.muni.cz/genesim
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GUI output is in the form of XML, GNA, or C++ data structures directly used
by the GeNeSim state space generator in DiVinE (the source code of the model is
included before compilation). In close future we plan to implement an XML parser
into the GeNeSim state space generator to accept input in XML without the need
of recompiling.

In Fig. 8 the PL model from Fig. 1 is shown. Each variable has ordered concen-
tration thresholds (t a 1, t b 1, t b 2), production rate (k a, k b) and degradation
rate (g a , g b) parameters as well as equilibrium inequalities.

For each variable production and degradation rate parameter groups of step
functions may be defined. Each group represents a product of step functions and
may be either normal (positive term) or negated (negative term). The two step
functions of production rate parameter k a (state-variable x a) s−(xa, θ

1
a), s

−(xb, θ
1
b )

are declared as the second two lines in the first positive step group (first line is for
adding new step functions). Although in this simple model the degradation rate
parameters are not restricted by step functions (always present), in general they
can have any number of them as well.

Before exporting a model, all equilibriums must be computed (automatically)
and positioned (manually) by specifying the lower threshold of their particular do-
main position. The number of equilibriums can be potentially exponential to the
number of production (p) and degradation (d) rate parameters ∼ 2p+d.

4 Experiments

To demonstrate for which kind of models the distributed computation may be useful,
we have conducted some preliminary experiments checking two different kind of
properties in two random extensions of a real model example taken from GNA and
in two artificial models with uniformly interconnected genes (in circular manner).
The DiVinE distributed algorithm we have employed for state space exploration is
the OWCTY algorithm [13] which is an extended enumerative version of the One
Way Catch Them Young Algorithm [21].

Model checking analysis of the qualitative simulation state space can be used
either to check an existence of a behaviour satisfying a given property in the system
or to verify that all the possible simulated behaviour satisfies a given property. In
our experiments we focus on the former kind of analysis. In DiVinE, a property
is encoded as a Büchi automaton. Especially, all the properties of Linear Tempo-
ral Logic (LTL) can be expressed in DiVinE. A sample of LTL properties which
can be useful for analysis of qualitative simulation of regulatory networks is given
in [3]. Most typical properties of interest when analysing a genetic network con-
cern reachability of states with a given property (e.g., stability). More interesting
properties are liveness properties, and even more intricated concentration oscillation
properties [6].

An example of a liveness property is description of a system behaviour such that
after reaching a particular concentration level of a particular substrate the respective
concentration will never fall below that level. Example of such a property expressed
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Fig. 8. GeNeSim web GUI

in the form of LTL formula is FG(xa > θ1
a). In particular, the atomic proposition

of this formula states that the actual concentration level of the state variable xa is
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strictly greater than the threshold level θ1
a.

Oscillation properties express cyclic behaviour and are of high importance when
analysing and validating models of biochemical processes. Unfortunately, such kinds
of properties cannot be expressed directly in LTL neither in CTL [6]. However,
this property can be still expressed as a Büchi automaton and therefore we can
check a model against this property using DiVinE. In Fig. 9, there is an example
of a Büchi automaton describing a property of this kind. The rightmost state of
the automaton is an accepting state. It states that whenever concentration of xa

exceeds the threshold θ1
a, it must cyclically oscillate around θ1

a.
We have experimented exploring the state space by OWCTY to find if the simu-

lated models provide the behaviour specified by the two properties above. We have
randomly modified a four-variable model of genetic regulation in bacteriophage
lambda (thth) (according to Thieffry and Thomas [34]) providing high mutual in-
teraction of genes. In particular, we have considered random modifications of this
model with 6 and 8 state variables. Moreover, we have generated a scalable artifi-
cial model (circ) with uniform circular interconnection of genes. For this model we
have considered settings with 10 and 12 variables. We have run the experiments on
a cluster which offers up-to 20 homogeneous workstations. The experiments have
been scaled for 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 nodes.

Behaviour satisfying the liveness property FG(xa > θ1
a) has been found in all

variants of the thth model. On the contrary, all variants of the circ model do not
embody such behaviour. Summary of the most interesting experiments is presented
in Table 1. There is showed the number of states which have been explored and the
time needed for computation.

Fig. 9. A Büchi automaton expressing oscillation

Model States 1 node 5 nodes 10 nodes 15 nodes 20 nodes

thth6 13230 28.40 s 7.07 s 5.38 s 4.68 s 4.59 s

thth8 117390 1249.88 s 309.30 s 190.73 s 163.67 s 151.34 s

circ10 152191 3972.17 s 1003.02 s 683.60 s 555.78 s 494.92 s

circ12 1878527 >72 h >48 h >24 h >12 h 40694.40 s

Table 1
Experiments on checking the liveness property
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The oscillation property has not been found in any experimented model. The
respective results are given in Table 2.

Model States 1 node 5 nodes 10 nodes 15 nodes 20 nodes

thth6 7996 20.21 s 5.08 s 3.41 s 2.53 s 2.49 s

thth8 69410 869.99 s 206.12 s 131.10 s 110.06 s 108.6 s

circ10 109008 1807.35 s 524.56 s 354.41 s 285.22 s 253.39 s

circ12 1267000 >24 h >18 h >12 h >10 h 25836.2 s

Table 2
Experiments on checking the oscillation property

5 Conclusions

Results presented in the previous section show that the parallel approach accelerates
simulation and model-checking of genetic regulatory networks. Average maximal
rate of acceleration achieved by our experiments makes the parallel analysis 7.5 times
faster than the sequential analysis with GNA. In particular, the parallel approach
enables queries for models having up to 10 state variables to be answered in terms
of minutes. Moreover, also larger models (more than 10 variables), which are not
satisfactorily tractable by the explicit sequential approach, can be still analysed by
the implicit parallel approach on suitably large clusters.

To summarise, our contribution is a demonstration of the use of parallel model-
checking for biological systems. In particular, we provide a translation of a piecewise-
linear model of a genetic regulatory network into a discrete transition system which
serves as an input for the parallel model-checker DiVinE. The approach allows for
parallel on-the-fly model-checking of larger networks than is possible by sequential
algorithms. The preliminary experiments conducted with the tool confirm good
scalability. Though we have focused on qualitative analysis, the DiVinE tool is also
able to analyse some stochastic and quantitative properties as well. These exten-
sions together with improvements of the GeNeSim implementation in speeding-up
the state space exploration, and that way reaching practicable results for extremely
large networks (having around 100 variables), remain for our future work.
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